
Computational Optimization

Homework 3

Nedialko B. Dimitrov

By completing this homework assignment you will learn about:

• Organizing code by creating your own objects.

• Vectorizing complex operations, and creating flexible code.

• Generating uniformly random points from a convex set.

In this homework, you will implement two methods to sample uniformly random points from a
convex region. Ultimately, your code will work for convex regions of arbitrary dimensions, and
be able to generate thousands of points very quickly. The following steps are meant to help you
organize your thoughts, and build up the code a little at a time. This break-down is a key part
of coding. Eventually, in future homework assignments, you will do this break-down into little
problems and organize part on your own as well.

1 Define a Linear Constraint

A linear constriant is defined by a normal ν ∈ Rn and a constant c. Your code is going to be flexible,
so that it works in any dimension, n. An interface for a class, defines the way that a programmer
can interact with objects from that class. Basically, the interface defines all the methods on the
class. Construct a linear constraint class with the following interface:

c la s s LinearConstraint(object):

"""A linear constraint in an arbitrary dimension."""

def i n i t ( s e l f , normal =[0], const =0):

"""The constraint is:

normal.dot( x ) <= const """

def getDims( s e l f ):
""" Return the number of dimensions """

def feasible( s e l f , x):

""" Check if the point x is feasible."""

def intersect( s e l f , pt , adir):

""" Return the intersection of a line and this plane.

pt -- a point

adir -- a direction
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retval: mult -- a constant so that intersection_pt = pt + mult*

adir """

When an object of this class is created, the dimension is fixed by the normal vector we pass in.
From that point on, the class works with points in that dimension.

2 Define a Convex Region

A convex region is defined by a group of constraints. Since we already have a way of defining a
linear constraint, we can use a group of those to define a convex region. . . that part is easy. The
more interesting part is that we are going to have some functions to sample uniformly random
points from the convex region using the two methods we described in class. Just as a reminder,
the methods are:

Hit and Run: Start with any point within the region, x. Pick a uniformly random direction
d, and draw the chord in direction d that goes through x and lies within the region. Move to a
uniformly random point on that chord.

Ball walk: Start with any point within the region, x. Pick a uniformly random point within
the ball of radius δ around x. If the new point is within the region, move to it. Otherwise, stay at
x.

To implement these two sampling methods, define a convex region class with the following
interface:

c la s s ConvexRegion(object):

def i n i t ( s e l f , constraints):

"""A constrained region.

constraints -- a list of constraint objects """

def ballStep( s e l f , pt, delta=scipy.sqrt (2)):

""" Pick a point in a uniformly random ball of radius delta around

pt and step there.

If not feasible , stay at the point."""

def ballWalk( s e l f , pt, nsteps=-1, delta=scipy.sqrt (2)):

"""Do nsteps hitAndRun steps , starting from pt. If nsteps < 0,

then do about 100* dimension ^2 number of steps.

pt -- a point _inside_ the region. Won’t work with one on the

border.

retval: the final point """

def hitAndRunStep( s e l f , pt):

""" Pick a random direction , and take a random step inside the

region in that direction.

retval: the next point """

def hitAndRun( s e l f , pt , nsteps =-1):
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"""Do nsteps hitAndRun steps , starting from pt. If nsteps < 0,

then do about 100* dimension ^2 number of steps.

pt -- a point _inside_ the region. Won’t work with one on the

border.

retval: the final point """

Of course, use ballStep inside of ballWalk and hitAndRunStep inside of hitAndRun. Further, to
help you debug a little, write a function called def loadRegion(fname) that takes in a string file
name and reads in the constraints from that file to construct a region. From the class website you
can download a zip file that has two defined regions 2d_triangle.txt and 3d_pyramid.txt. You
can read those files in with scipy.loadtxt(fname,delimiter=’,’). Each row of the matrix defines a
constraint, with the last column giving the constant and the rest giving the normal vector. Your
def loadRegion(fname) function should return a ConvexRegion object.

Now that you have developed your convex region class, sample 1000 uniformly random points
from it using the methods, and scatter plot the points to get some confidence your code is working
well.

3 Vectorize Things

When you sampled 1000 points above, you probably used a for loop, calling hitAndRun 1000 times.
For loops are slow compared to using scipy’s vectorized operations. Go back and edit your code
so that we can pass in a matrix of 1000 points into hitAndRun or ballWalk, and the functions then
return the 1000 results of the random walks as a matrix. This requires editing essentially all the
functions in your code.

For example go back and edit LinearConstraint, so that it works with a bunch of points at once:

def feasible( s e l f , x):

""" Check if x is feasible.

x -- an array of points , where each row is a point [[pt]]

retval: an array of boolean values """

def intersect( s e l f , pt , adir):

""" Return the intersection of a line and this plane.

pt -- an array of points [[pt]]

adir -- an array of directions [[adir]]

retval: [[mult]], where mult is a constant so that inter_pt = pt +

mult*adir """

Similarly, edit ConvexRegion so that it works with a bunch of points at once. Below, I only
write about the hitAndRun functions, but do the same with the ballWalk functions.

def hitAndRunStep( s e l f , pt):

""" Pick a random direction , and take a random step inside the

region in that direction.

pt -- an array of points [[pt]]
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retval: the next points [[next]]"""

def hitAndRun( s e l f , pt , nsteps =-1):

"""Do nsteps hitAndRun steps , starting from pt. If nsteps < 0,

then do about 100* dim^2 number of steps.

pt -- an array of points _inside_ the region. Won’t work with one

on the border. [[pt]]

retval: the final points [[ final]]"""

Now generate 1000 uniformly random points from a convex region, but start it with something
like start = scipy.array([[.0001, .0001]]*1000) and use just a single call to hitAndRun or a single
call to ballWalk. Scatter plot the results. Does it work faster than before?

4 Add Complexity to Your Code Base

So far, you’ve written some awesome, flexible code to define convex regions and generate uniformly
random points inside them. However, our convex regions are a bit uncool because they can only
be define through a set of linear constraints. In this section, you’ll implement another class called
ConvexConstraint, that makes our code much more flexible. With ConvexConstraint, you’ll be able
to define arbitrary convex constraints, and then use them to define the convex region.

Your ConvexConstraint class should have an interface that looks exactly the same as a Lin-
earConstraint. By doing this, we could pass a ConvexConstraint to the ConvexRegion class, and
it will just work! There is just one small difference, that will make us go back and edit the code
of LinearConstraint and ConvexRegion a little. Read the description and explanation below before
starting to code your ConvexConstraint class.

c la s s ConvexConstraint(object):

def i n i t ( s e l f , f, const =0):

"""The constraint is:

f(x) <= const

f is a convex function you specify outside of here , and pass in.

"""

def feasible( s e l f , x):

""" Check if the point x is feasible.

x -- an array of points , where each row is a point [[pt]]

retval: an array of boolean values """

def intersect( s e l f , pts , adirs):

""" Return the intersection of a line and this constraint.

pt -- an array of points [[pt]]

adir -- an array of directions [[adir]]

retval: (mult_low , mult_high),

a convex constraint may intersect a line at two points.

mult_low is < 0, and if it is not -scipy.inf , then inter_pt =

pt + mult_low*adir
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mult_high is > 0, and if it is not scipy.inf , then inter_pt =

pt + mult_high*adir

Both are arrays of type [[ scalar ]]"""

The main difference is that a convex constraint might intersect a line at two points. That is
why the intersect method has to return both a mult_low and a mult_high. Since the point we are
looking at is always inside the region, we can guarantee that if there are two intersection points,
one will be with negative multiplier and the other with a positive.

To make all of our code work well together, go back and edit LinearConstraint so that it returns
the exact same type of data for intersect as ConvexConstraint. In other words, LinearConstraint
is also going to return a (mult_low, mult_high) pair, but one of those values is always going to be
scipy.inf or -scipy.inf. Edit hitAndRunStep inside of ConvexRegion so that it now works with
intersect functions that return such pairs of multipliers. At the end of making these changes, re-
test ConvexRegion by generating points from a linearly constrained region. It should work exactly
like it did before.

Now, you are ready to implement the ConvexConstraint class. Here is what initializing a
ConvexConstraint might look like:

def g1(x):

"""A parabolic constraint."""

return x[: ,0]*x[:,0] - x[:,1]

def g2(x):

"""A circle constraint."""

return scipy.sum(x * x, axis =1)

ConvexConstraint(g2 ,.3)

So, inside of the ConvexConstraint. init method, you’ll receive a vectorized convex function
like g1 or g2 as an argument. The hardest part is going to be solving for the intersection of a line
and the constraint inside of ConvexConstraint.intersect. Do that by using one of the functions in
scipy.optimize and looping over the lines that are passed into ConvexConstraint.intersect one at
a time. I used the scipy.optimize.leastsq function, but you might figure out a different way of
doing it.

To help you a little, the following code snippet may give you ideas, though it will not be directly
useful. The idea in the below example is to use one function to create another.

pt = scipy.array ([[.1 ,.1]])

adir = scipy.array ([[.1 ,.1]])

def g2(x):

"""A circle constraint."""

return scipy.sum(x * x, axis =1)

def funcToOptimize(mu):

return g2(pt + mu*adir)

scipy.optimize.leastsq(funcToOptimize , 1e16)
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5 Generate some points

Add a parabolic constraint, or a circle constraint, or both to the 2d triangle convex region using
the functions g1 and g2. Generate some points from the region using both hitAndRun and ballWalk.
Scatter plot the results to convince yourself your code is working properly. Why is it slow?

Discussion. If we want our code to be generic, like it is for ConvexConstraint, there really isn’t
a way to make it faster. But, we could make it faster by adding new SpecialTypeConstraint classes.
For example, we could add a special BallConstraint class where we use properties of spheres to
very quickly return the intersection points of a line and the constraint. That’s very common for
optimization – generic things work everywhere, but are slow; specific things work only sometimes
but are fast.

6 Final Thoughts

What to turn in: For this assignment, turn in three things:

1. Your Python code.

2. Two scatter plots of 10000 uniformly random points generated from a convex region defined
by 2d_triangle.txt and a parabolic constraint defined by g1 above. The first scatter plot
should do 15 steps of hitAndRun, and the second plot should do 15 steps of ballWalk with
delta=0.2.

3. A short (less than one minute) explanation of your code that you can record through Canvas.

Key take-aways: From this assignment, you should take-away these things:

1. The main thing to take-away is the idea of generating a re-usable and interchangeable code
base. By defining the interface of our constraint classes, we were able to add more complex
constraints and just re-use the ConvexRegion and sampling code. This is a key part of
programming – think about the objects you want to create and the way you want to interface
with them. Like in this assignment, you might have to go back and edit a little as you go,
that’s ok. Thinking about interfaces, though, will really help you break down the problem
and create debugable, extensible code.

2. Vectorizing your code helps a lot in terms of making it faster. In this assignment we did
it in two steps – first creating non-vectorized code, then vectorizing it. But, really, we
should have vectorized it from the beginning. Try to think about vectorizing things from the
start. . . though its not always possible to do so. For example, in intersect for ConvexCon-
straint we looped through the points.

3. You now know how to, and have a code-base to generate uniformly random points from any
convex set described through constraints. If this comes up in a future research project, you
could just go back and re-use the code you created. Try to build libraries of code as you go
along – often it is really useful to take old code, adjust it a little, or re-use it out-right.
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